The project site is a road junction generated in the 90s.

Barcelona City Council commissioned the project for the location of a new dog area. It should be part of the new municipal plan to provide dog areas of high quality and it was the first one (a pilot experience).

The team made a counter proposal to the City Council to allocate part of the investment to consolidate the “path of desire” existing in the area.

The work responds to the double objective with two actions:

1. Path consolidation:
   A path and a new pedestrian crossing are made, adapted to people with reduced mobility. The additional implementation of urban furniture converts the old shortcut into a new space for meeting, staying and rest for pedestrians.

2. Dog area (activity area):
   In order to get a certain comfort and tranquility area integrated in the environment and preserved from the traffic the project’s strategy establishes a new topography by depressing the area with “ha-ha” resources. This is executed with the gabion walls (stone walls), a recycling system link to the land.

People have definitely colonized the place not only taking the dog to the square or walking the road if not resting or sunbathing in the new projected spaces that have turned the road junction into a comfortable park.